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About This Content

This Halloween the Bunch of Heroes bring back the terror. Meet our heroes like you've never seen them before, and fight fire
with fire as the bunch battle the zombie hordes as classic monsters. Play as Agent Blood, Jaredstein, El Camaradog or Captain

Smithsonian and become humanity’s most horrifying line of defense.

Become a Monster; Earth needs a bunch of them at least!

Key features:

4 new horrifying Halloween skins, one for each of the original heroes
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Got this on special, however not even worth the reduced cost it is such poor quality and so boring. DTG should do the right
thing and release this on the workshop for free.. The real airplanes had auto pilots and the one on this model works. (no auto
approach capability). The left panel has no ILS instrument so you can't even shoot a manual ILS. The real airplane had this
capability. You are left with only a visual approach which is quite difficult. I would not recommend this airplane and will send it
to the back of my hangar along with the F-106.. I am excited to see games like this turning up on steam. A departure from the
standard grizzled white American, play an Iranian pilot fighting the Iraqis in the 1980s.
Great comic style cut scenes.
Mediocre game play.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/QqM755wcN_M. Visually stunning. This wasn't on sale, when I bought it, and not regretting it. Hold up your
dragons in front of your face for added effect. The only drawback is that your 'real' Vive controllers will look boring once you
get out of the game, but I've named them 'Pinky' and 'Giorgio Moroder Bobellow', anyway.

. The game is fun and I like playing with friends but they need to change the matchmaking system, not really fair for a newbie to
be paired up against a veteran.. Fun game if you can find anyone to play with, and if you do find a couple of people (usually the
same 2) they are hacking pieces of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that will not allow this game to be anything more
than it is now. First game player was speed hacking and aimbotting. Second game blatant aimbotter. Spawn die Spawn die,
spawn die, etc. One shotting with a pistol from other side of the map. Not even worth the less than $1.00 price tag because of
this. Add an anticheat to the game and I will try again. Other then that I would say this game is dead in the water.. I have bought
a number of cricket games as I love the game and have played it for over 20 years. However, none of the game are yet at the
stage where they can be regarded as being great. Having said that, I would thing Balls! probably needs to do the least amount to
make it a fully fledge cricket game.

The biggest issue with all the cricket games are the speed of the ball and the resultant impact with the bat. Unfortuantely, Balls!
is the least realistic. The leg spinner is bowling bouncers. The speed at which the fast bowler delivers is just a tad below the
speed of light I would think. And the way the ball flies off despite me just blocking is totally unrealistic.

The only playable option in this game is to go into the practice nets and put on slow bowling to have some realistic fun.
Otherwise the game is unplayable and frustrating.

Recommendations to make the game great:

1. Change the bowling speeds. This is not sticks cricket and if that is what you are emulating then it is a waste given how great
this could be. I think the best way of resolving this issue is to provide an ingame option to change teh speed of the ball as a level.
From maybe 10 to 100. When you change the speed it should change the speed of all the different styles by that margin across
the board. For example, if I change the speed to 80% of what is the fastest then all other bowling styles should also be adjusted
by 20%.

2. The way the ball comes off the bat is not realistic. This may be resolved somewhat when the speed of the ball is changed but I
doubt it. The ball flies off no matter if you are blocking or taking a swing. The game should be taking into consideration the
speed of the ball, the speed of the bat swing, the angle at which impact is made between the bat and the ball and the timing of
that impact. For example, if I am blocking and the ball hits the middle of the bat, it shouldnt go flying off, it should maybe
dribble 3-5 meteres infront of the bat. And when I am blocking but it hits the edge, it is reasonable that it might fly a certain
distance but not for a six or 100 meters in the air everytime.

3. provide more options to the player. Allow uys to pick what kind of bolwers we want to play a match against. Providing this
option right now will mean you will have more time to work on the other issues mentioned above. It will mean the game will
become playable right now with the use of slow bowlers.
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It is a game were you are the spy and the smiper and you have to do both things at once. This game is confusing, the spy as to go
around the partys completing objectives while the snipers have to assassinate all the other spys, and best of all, the screen is
black except through the scope. It is really confusing for some people while others could catch on really quickly. do i
recommend it? Depends. Watch a video on youtube and see if you could like it.. Dynamic game with puzzles, very hooked that
the game is made in the 3D world, which in its adds charm to the game. I liked the character's animation, colorful world,
different details, so he quickly does not get bored. But a little hung in the beginning, but then it came that you need to do.
Score 8 jumping men out of 10!). I like this game. Needs some polish still. Things like at the start it has an instruction screen.
It's very blurry at first. I finally figured out if I leaned toward it, it would come into focus. Also did not realize it scrolled side to
side with more pages at first. Also the game needs left handed setup. I am right handed, but I can see that a left handed person
might have some trouble as the vender crystal is on the left side set up for a right handed person.. First english review! :D
Anyway, Kewl map. Gonna try it soon!. For just two dollars and after seeing what the game was sorta like and what the main
tease for the game is...this game isn't nearly as bad as it could have been and I already have bought a copy for my wife as well..
Kind of ridiculous you spend $10 on this and you can't set the option until you "finish" Ambition Mode.. This is a re-doing of
the original arcade game, Caterpillar. Easy to learn, and very addictive. If you want game to satisfy those 'need to shoot
something for a while' urges, this will do nicely.
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